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Abstract— The target assignment methods applied to robotic
fiber positioners are only applicable to homogeneous sets of
targets to be observed. However, different batches of robotic
fiber positioners available at the focal plane of a telescope can be
simultaneously used in various applications. Those applications
may be intrinsically different, say, some may seek astronomical
observations, whereas the others may focus on space operations
such as space debris detection. The current target assignment
algorithms cannot handle these heterogeneous scenarios. This
paper proposes an efficient multilinear algorithm to assign
robotic fiber positioners to heterogeneous targets. We classify
the targets based on their required exposure times. We also
take the priority of observations compared to other operations
into account during an assignment processes. Our algorithm
assigns a bundle of robotic positioners to each dynamic target
to efficiently detect it. We finally illustrate our algorithm’s
application using a simulated example.

I. INTRODUCTION

Observational astronomy has recently sought the genera-

tion of the map of the observable universe. This class of maps

paves the way for the evolution analysis of the universe and

the distribution of dark matter all over it. Electromagnetic

waves, such as visible light, infrared, and gamma ray, ra-

diated from astronomical objects can be received by fibers,

and those signals are processed by spectrographs to generate

spectrographic surveys of the sky [1]. Many projects, includ-

ing DESI [2], [3], MOONS [4], PFS [5], SLOAN [6], [7],

etc., have been defined to develop telescopes with spectro-

scopic capabilities. Each fiber is attached to a two-degree-

of-freedom rotational-rotational robotic positioner [8], so it

can rotate in a circular workspace to point to some particular

desired directions. The overall set of positioners is mounted

at the focal plane area of a telescope. The signals received

by the robotic positioners are transferred to a spectrograph

which generates the desired map.

Each observation often encompasses many objects to be

observed. Thus, some algorithms were proposed to assign

each target to a specific fiber. Random assignment [9] is

the simplest approach by which no specific optimization

criteria can be taken into account. To obtain more effi-

cient assignments, the drainage algorithm [10] was proposed

whose assignment gain is almost five per cent higher than
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that of the random target assignment. This method uses a

tiling process based on which the applied assignments to

fibers are optimized. Namely, the method moves the targets

between different lists of fibers each of which can observe a

specific set of targets. Then, a target is assigned to a list with

the shortest number of observable targets. In other words,

this method aims to homogenize the target-to-positioner ratio

corresponding to a fiber-target system. However, this strategy

does not assume any physical size for positioners to neglect

the potential collisions between robotic positioners, which is

not a realistic assumption. Target-based assignment [11], [12]

is another method which assigns positioners to targets instead

of targets to positioners. The target assignment efficiency of

this algorithm surpasses that of the drainage algorithm at

the cost of increasing the computational complexity of the

assignment process.

The cited assignment approaches are only applicable to

the set of homogeneous targets. In particular, when all of the

targets (for example, astronomical objects) and their desired

operations (for example, astronomical observations) are the

same for all positioners, then one can use the quoted algo-

rithms to resolve assignment processes. However, if various

subsets of positioners are supposed to be used to handle

different types of operations, then the algorithms above shall

not be applicable. For example, active space debris mitigation

[13] seeks the strategies to detect space debris at long ranges.

Since space debris radiate near-infrared waves, infrared fibers

[14] can be used to detect them at the range of low earth

orbit (LEO), which is an interesting region in view of debris

mitigation. As another motivation, the number of available

fibers may exceed the number of the desired targets to be

observed. Thus, one would like to assign some of the free

fibers to another application such as space debris detection,

as explained above. In this case, the assignment procedure is

heterogeneous, in that there are two classes of targets which

are substantially different and need to be treated differently

in view of the fiber assignment procedure. Heterogeneous

assignment maximizes the operational capacity of the fibers

of a telescope such that the fibers which are not assigned

to any observational target may be assigned to other targets

corresponding to a secondary application.

This paper proposes a multilinear-time algorithm to as-

sign robotic fiber positioners of a telescope to more than

one operational application. In view of our heterogeneous

algorithm, the targets are classified into two categories: the

observational targets which are often very far from the earth

and move very slow, so one can consider them static; the

second group include the targets which are relatively closer

to the earth and move faster, so one takes them as dynamic
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Fig. 1. The schematic of a typical robotic positioner [6]

targets into account. Since astronomical observations are the

main applications of fiber positioners, we divide observation

targets to two groups of high-priority and low-priority targets.

The high-priority targets are assigned to fibers ahead of the

dynamic targets. Finally, we assign the low-priority targets

to any remaining fiber which has not yet been assigned to

either a high-priority static or dynamic target. As we explain

in detail further, our heterogeneous algorithm assigns the

minimum number of positioners, called bundle, to a dynamic

target which is necessary to detect it. Thus, our strategy

is optimized in view of bundle formation. In other words,

minimizing the bundle size provides more unallocated fibers

to be assigned to static targets. Since our algorithm takes

two partitions of low- and high-priority static targets into

account, it is flexible enough to manage the assignment

completeness. To be specific, if the fiber assignment to

dynamic targets is not satisfactorily complete, then one may

decrease the number of high-priority static targets to provide

more available fibers to dynamic targets. Overall, there is

generally a trade-off between the complete assignment of

fibers to static targets and those of to dynamic ones.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II briefly reviews the general characteristics of fibers and

robotic positioners assigned to them. Heterogeneous target

assignment process is investigated in Section III. Namely,

Section III-A describes a bundle formation method to select a

minimal subset of available fiber positioners to each dynamic

target. We use the bundle formation method to propose our

heterogeneous target assignment algorithm in Section III-B.

We also show that the algorithm is multilinear in view of

computational complexity. Section IV solves a heterogeneous

target assignment scenario using our algorithm to illustrate

its efficiency.

II. ROBOTIC FIBER POSITIONERS

We briefly introduce fibers and robotic fiber positioners

used in cosmic spectroscopy. A fiber is a string medium

Fig. 2. A set of robotic positioners mounted on a typical focal plane [6]

at the tip of which a sensor detects a specific type of

electromagnetic waves radiated by a particular object in the

sky. Then, the signal is transmitted to a spectrograph, which

processes it to add the trace of the observed object to the

map it generates. Based on the typical application of fibers

in cosmological observation, a swarm of fibers yields massive

spectroscopic surveys.

A set of robotic positioners are mounted on a particular

area of its hosting telescope called focal plane. Each robotic

positioner is a planar rotational-rotational manipulator whose

end-effector, called ferrule, shall reach the point at which its

fiber has to observe an object based on a particular obser-

vation or application. The forward kinematics corresponding

to the workspace of each positioner is described as below.

qi = qi
b +

[
sin(θi)

cos(θi)

sin(θi + φi)

cos(θi + φi)
]
l (1)

Here the ith positioner is located at qi =
[
xi yi

]ᵀ
with

respect to a universal frame attached to the focal plane

of the host telescope. qi
b =

[
xi
b yib

]ᵀ
is also the base

coordination of the positioner. The lengths of rotational links

are represented by l =
[
l1 l2

]ᵀ
. The angular positions of

the ith positioner are denoted by θi and φi. The quoted

parameters are depicted in Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates an

arrangement of positioners placement in the focal plane of a

typical telescope.

The axes of both rotational arms of a positioner are

tilted with respect to the axis of its first rotational arm

according to some particular specifications. The ferrule is

also deviated with respect to the cited axis. So, when the

positioner rotates its ferrule, the swept area is vaster than

the area corresponding to the base of the positioner. This

property gives rise to the expansion of the field of view

correspondning to a positioner. In Section III-A, we use this

feature as a criterion to select a bundle of positinoers to

detect some particular objects.
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III. HETEROGENEOUS TARGET ASSIGNMENT

We start from a set of definitions based on which the

problem statement of the heterogeneous target assignment

is defined. We will also later use these definitions to develop

our heterogeneous target assignment algorithm. We already

noted that static targets refer to those whose movements

are negligible compared to the observation exposure times

such as galaxies. Thus, the following definition addresses

the notion of “static target” based on the concept of exposure

time.

Definition 1 [Static Target]. A target ts is a static target if its

movements are negligible during the exposure time required

to observe it. Then, the set of static targets is represented by

TS := {tiS |i ∈ I}, (2)

where I is an index set.

We partition the set of static targets to two disjoint

sets based on their priorities. In other words, the high-

priority subset TH
S ⊆ TS includes those static targets whose

observations are necessary during a particular observation

period. Put differently, a robotic positioner has to be assigned

to each of those targets. In contrast, the subset TL
S ⊆ TS

denotes the targets whose observations may be postponed

to another observation period if there is currently no free

robotic positioner to be assigned to them. Thus, we have

TS := TH
S ∪̇TL

S .

We also exploit the concept of exposure time to define the

notion of “dynamic target” as follows.

Definition 2 [Dynamic Target]. A target td is a dynamic
target if its movements are not negligible during the exposure

time required to observe it. Then, the set of static targets is

represented by

TD := {tjD|j ∈ J }, (3)

where J is an index set.

Then, the overall set of targets is represented by T :=
TS∪̇TD.

Definition 3 [Free Positioner]. Let P be a set of positioners.

Then, a positioner π ∈ P is free if it is not assigned to any

specific target.

In general, a single positioner cannot efficiently detect a

dynamic target since the target often moves too fast, and the

limited workspace of a single positioner is not enough for

this purpose. Thus to detect dynamic targets, we construct

bundles of positioners which can collectively cover a desired

area in which a dynamic target moves.

Definition 4 [Bundle]. Let P be a set of positioners. Then,

B ⊆ P is a bundle if its positioners shape a single positioners

island.

Remark 1. The definition of free positioner can be extended

to define a free bundle which is a bundle whose all position-

ers are free.

d

AF(θ, d)

AB

θ

Fig. 3. A typical bundle whose corresponding surface covers a specific
area around a particular dynamic object

Thus, we define the heterogeneous target assignment prob-

lem as follows.

Problem. Denote by P a set of robotic positioners, and

let TS be a set of static targets subject to some priority

specifications. Let also TD be a set of dynamic targets with

some region specifications. Assign a

(i) free π ∈ P to each t ∈ TS ;

(ii) free bundle B ⊆ P to each t ∈ TD.

In the following two sections, we solve the problem above.

A. Bundle Formation

Suppose a bundle B whose base area is AB as depicted

in Figure 3. Let also d denote the distance of the bundle

to a particular dynamic target. We are interested in the area

around the target at the distance of d which is observable

by B. In other words, the field of view of B at distance d is

of interest. We already cited the tilted axes and the deviated

ferrules of positioners. Thus, the field of view of a bundle

at distance d encompasses a surface whose area A is greater

than AB. Denoting the overall deviation by θ, the difference

between A and AB depends on both θ and d as follows

A = AB + F(θ, d), (4)

where the definition of the binary function F(·, ·) depends

on the geometrical shape of the bundle. Each pair of the

arguments associated with F(·, ·) in fact corresponds to a

particular dynamic target.

To form a bundle corresponding to a specific dynamic

target, the area of the surface, i.e., A, is known because

the area in which we are interested in detecting the target

is a part of the solutions requirements. Put differently, A is

taken as a region specification into account associated with a

specific dynamic target. Thus, one selects some unassigned

positioners to shape a bundle with the minimum number of
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Algorithm 1 Bundle Former (BF)

Input:
TD � Dynamic targets set

PTD
� Positioners set reaching dynamic targets

Output:
B � Bundle set

1: for each t ∈ TD do B ← the smallest bundle whose

positioners fill the area AB = A−F(θ, d)
2: end for
3: return B

elements which fulfills (4). As an example, we determine

the function F(·, ·) for a particular circular bundle geometry.

We would like to find the radius of the bundle such that the

surface area visible from the bundle’s field of view will be

A. Note that A = π(r + x)2 where x = d tan θ. Thus, we

have

A = π(r + d tan θ)2,

= πr2 + πd tan θ(2 + d tan θ),
(5)

which turns out that F(θ, d) = πd tan θ(2 + d tan θ).
We establish the bundle former (BF) algorithm as depicted

by Algorithm 1. To analyze the computational complexity of

the BF algorithm, we first introduce the notion of “reacha-

bility relation” as below.

Definition 5 [Reachability Relation]. Let t ∈ T be a target.

Given a set of positioners P , let π ∈ P be a positioner.

Then, the binary reachability relation R(t, π) holds if t is

reachable by π.

We use the definition above to define the notion of

“reachable target set” as follows.

Definition 6 [Reachable Target Set]. Let T be an arbitrary

set of targets. Let also P be a set of positioners. Then,

the reachable target set PT with respect to T is defined

as follows.

PT := {π ∈ P|(∀t ∈ T )R(t, π)} (6)

Lemma 1 also proves that the computational complexity

of the BF algorithm is multilinear.

Lemma 1. Let TD and PTD
be a set of dynamic targets and

the set of positioners which reach them, respectively. Given
|TD| := n and |PTD

| := m, the computational complexity
of the BF algorithm is O(mn).

Proof. Each positioner can only be assigned to one dy-

namic target. Then in the worst case, each positioner has

to be checked to be assigned to every dynamic target.

Then, the number of applied tests is nm. Therefore, the

computational complexity is O(mn). �

B. Algorithm

In this section, we use the BF algorithm to propose our

heterogeneous assignment algorithm. For this purpose, we

Algorithm 2 Heterogeneous Target Assigner (HTA)

Input:
P � Positioners set

TD � Dynamic targets set

TS � Static targets set

Output:
Assigned positioner-target tuples

1: Q ← PTD

2: do
3: P� ← BF(Q, TD)
4: if C(PTH

S
\ P�, TH

S ) then � PK = ∅

5: P+ ← (∀t ∈ TS
H) assign a π ∈ Pt \ P� to t

randomly

6: else � PK �= ∅

7: Q ← Q \ PK � Computing PK using the critical

reachability relation

8: end if
9: while PK �= ∅

10: (∀t ∈ TS
L ) assign a π ∈ Pt \ {P� ∪P+} to t randomly.

11: return The assigned positioner-target tuples

first complete the set of required definitions by introducing

“complete reachability” and “critical reachability” relations.

Definition 7 [Complete Reachability]. Let P and T be a

set of positioners and a set of targets, respectively. Then, the

complete reachability relation C(P, T ) holds if the following

formula is true.

(∀t ∈ T )(∃π ∈ P)R(t, π) (7)

Definition 8 [Critical Reachability]. Let π ∈ P be a posi-

tioner. Let also t′ ∈ TD and t′′ ∈ TH
S be a dynamic and a

high-priority static target, respectively. Then, π is critically
reachable, say, the ternary relation K(π, t′, t′′) holds, if the

following formula is true.

[π ∈ (Pt′ ∪̇Pt′′)] ∩ [|Pt′ | = 1] ∩ [|Pt′′ | = 1] (8)

Definition 9 [Critical Positioner]. Let P be a set of posi-

tioners. Let also TD and TH
S be a set of dynamic and a

set of high-priority static target, respectively. Then, critical
positioner set of P with respect to TD and TH

S is defined as

below.

PK := {π ∈ P|(∀t′ ∈ TD)(∀t′′ ∈ TH
S )K(π, t′, t′′)} (9)

Remark 2. A critical positioner is the one which is the

exclusive option to reach a pair of dynamic and high-priority

static targets. Since we are interested in the assignment of

high-priority static targets ahead of dynamic targets, our

heterogeneous assignment algorithm is authorized to assign

a positioner to a dynamic target only if that positioner is not

critical.

We present our heterogeneous target assignment (HTA)

algorithm as depicted in Algorithm 2.

The algorithm in fact generates bundles of the largest

possible set of positioners which reach its desired dynamic
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targets (Line 3). If the remaining positioners fulfill the

complete reachability requirements of all high-priority static

targets (Line 4), the algorithm assigns them to those targets

properly (Line 5). Otherwise, if the complete reachability

is not achieved (Line 6), one implies that some of the

assigned positioners to dynamic targets are critical. So, the

algorithm excludes those critical positioners by assessing the

critical reachability relation (Line 7). Then, the bundles are

recomputed with a new restricted set of reachable positioners

which no longer includes any critical positioner. One notes

that the next attempt shall be successful to assign at least

one positioner to each of the high-priority static targets. In

end end, the remainder of unassigned positioners may be

assigned to some low-priority static targets (Line 10).

Now, we show that the computational complexity of the

HTA algorithm is multilinear.

Proposition 2. Let P , TD, and TS be a set of positioners, a
set of dynamic targets, and a set of static targets, respectively.
Given m := |P|, n := |TD|, and k := |TS |, the computa-
tional complexity of the HTA algorithm is O(mnk).

Proof. To take the worst case into account, we assume

the TL
S = ∅ which means TS = TH

S implying that

all of the static targets are high-priority in view of the

assignment process. An upper bound for the cardinality

of Q is m = |P|. Additionally, according to the result

of Lemma 1, bundle formation requires mn units of

time. Checking the completeness condition requires the

iteration over both TD and TS sets, thereby mn units

of time shall be spent. Thus, the assignment process

associated with high-priority static targets shall be done

during mnk units of time. The loop of the algorithm is

executed one and two times in the best and in the worst

cases, respectively. Since we assumed that all static

targets are high-priority, the loop is executed twice,

and there is no low-priority static target to which a

positioner is assigned. Therefore, the overall worst case

computational complexity of the HTA algorithm is

O(2(mn+mnk)) ≡ O(mnk). (10)

�

IV. SIMULATION

In this section, we solve a heterogeneous target assignment

problem using the HTA algorithm. In particular, we assume

a focal plane including 91 robotic fiber positioners. We also

assume 2 dynamic targets which are two hypothetical cubesat

satellites [13] operating for the purpose of active space debris

removal at the range of the LEO orbit. We take overall

20 static targets, say, galaxies to be observed, 12 of which

are high-priority, and the others are low-priority. A normal

distribution is used to generate the relative locations of the

static targets with respect to the focal plane. We assume the

robotic positioners of the SDSS-V project [6] the length of

each of which is 350 mm. Furthermore, the vertical distance

between the ferrule and the first axis of each positioner is 15

Fig. 4. The assignment results after the first iteration of the algorithm’s
loop (The red and yellow positioners correspond to the bundles of the first
and the second dynamic targets, respectively. Th crossed positioners are
those which must be assigned to high-priority static targets.)

mm. Then considering the tilt rate of ∼ 0.35◦, the overall

deviation of a positioner’s ferrule is ∼ 0.05 rad. We assume

that all of the positioners are identical, and the distance d
associated with the first and the second dynamic targets are

1200 km and 500 km, respectively. The radii of the surfaces

around the first and the second dynamic target are required

to be 48 km and 12 km, respectively.

The evolution of the solution to the problem is as follows.

The first iteration of the algorithm’s loop assigns a bundle to

each dynamic target. The bundles are depicted in Figure 4. In

particular, the red bundle and the orange bundle correspond

to the first and the second dynamic targets, respectively.

However, the crossed positioners are those which have to

be assigned to high-priority static targets. As the figure

illustrates, one of the orange positioners is a critical one.

Thus, the second iteration of the loop removes that positioner

from the valid options to shape a bundle, thereby assigning

it to the desired high-priority static target. Note that this

removal decreases the area of the surface corresponding to

the second dynamic target, but it is unavoidable since the

critical positioner has to be assigned to the high-priority

static target. The second iteration of the algorithm is depicted

in Figure 5. In this figure, the double crossed positioners

are those which may be assigned to low-priority static

targets. However, one observes that this potential assignment

required two positioners which has been already assigned

to dynamic targets. Thus, the algorithm neglects those two

low-priority static targets, and the final result is illustrated in

Figure 6.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Robotic fiber positioners have already been used to gener-

ate the map of the observable universe. Space applications,
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Fig. 5. The assignment results after the second iteration of the algorithm’s
loop (The red and yellow positioners correspond to the bundles of the first
and the second dynamic targets, respectively. The crossed and the double
crossed positioners are those which must be assigned to high-priority and
low-priority static targets, respectively.)

such as debris detection, can also benefit from these robotic

fiber positioners. This research presented an algorithm which

assigns the robotic fiber positioners of a telescope to various

types of targets, from observational to space operational ones.

Thus, not only a wider range of applications can be han-

dled by robotic fiber positioners but the overall information

throughout of a typical positioners set is maximized since

more robotic fiber positioners are used at the same time.

One may note that robotic fiber positioners may need

various exposure times to collect signals from different types

of targets depending on their nature. As a future work, the

algorithm may be upgraded such that the distance between

positioners batches corresponding to those heterogeneous

targets whose exposure times are close to each other will

be maximized. Thus, a typical spectrograph can efficiently

distinguish between the traces of the objects corresponding

to each of the intended heterogeneous applications.
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